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56.6 underrative

Real: f:R-Ris differentiable at c, i8 V970, ES(2) >0 S.t. if XER

with 0</x-cK8, we here

((f(-2) <9.2f() -mpf
↓ - ProductDule, Chain Pels, Power Rack....

(f(x) -f() - (x-e)2)<9(x-c)



210:f.R+1 :

f(x) =3xsm(),x+
0

8,y =0.

show that is differentiable for all xCR, also show that the delivectiveis unbounded

on the Internal El, 1].

Xt0:f(x) =2xsi(tz) +x-az(x)(2x-3)
=2xsin() - 593(x)).

&
=0:lin1m(*)

=linxsin(x) = 0.
x-0 * x+g

so f'exists for all x2R.

to show unboundedness, will show ISx3ns, with Xuto as n+Δ

but If(n)1 - 0 as n+8.



(For NCAlarge enough, since Xut0, XuGE1, 1] for all n>N).
Xni=+
On ->0 a N-y .

1f (r)) =12/ sinens-2nustin) =20 -> 0 a +0.%
9: Saddle Amma:Sp f:I-R differentiable at 1-1, then show that VacO,
there isa 8(2)>0 s.t. if niVEI with

C-8(a) < URC (0 <Ctf(z), then#If(v) - f(u) - (v-u) f'(e)/ <2(v - u).

P:Take 8 from define of dimativeabove.

If(v) =f(c) - ( - 2)f'(c) - (f(n) -f(c) - (e-u) f'(c)))
"s



5-

E(f(u)- f(c) - (v-c)f'()) +1f(x)- f(x) - (-u)f())

03/v-e) +E(c-2) =2(u-u)%
S3.2

Recall:1*DermativeTest:Sps f: is its at cand differentiable on some open
abled of c,them if 750 s.t. for every x-(c-8,c), f'(x) =30, and
for every X2(2,148), f'(x) <,0, then flees a local minimum at co

29:7:R-R.f(x) =52x4
+x4si(5),440

0,X= 0.

show that I has absolute miners at I, but that its deviatiehere
both piscineand negativevalues inevery niche of8.
(shows that converse to 1stdematictestis nottrue).



P8: First will show for x40, f(x) >, 0

Sp3.7x70 S.t. f(x) <O,then 2x04 +1.*sin(*) <5
<=> 2x.3c - x.4sm(t) =2x - sm(5)
contradicts (sin(y) 1:31 for all y. E

So O is a minimumoff.
f(x) =98x3

+453sun(t) - xx3(k),x+5 inter,f
8,X=0.

well show ESXn', Sign's 50 an n-0, but fixn) <0 for every in
↓

f(yn) >0 for every yn.
(Thisis enough, 1938, oh, in will eventually be in (5,27 for a haugh

enough)
Qui =2++0 as n=8.f'(xn) =n3 -40 20 for 132



yn:
=

D) t0 an-x, flyn) =8 38 forms 1.

28.g.R-R,.g(x)=9x
+2xsm(*),470

8,x=0

show that is not monotonic inany
about ofs.I

↑8:g(x) = 9
1 +4xsin(t) - 2us(t),X+0

1,x=0

xn=
=Eh+ ->sa n->0,g(xn) =2- 120 for n>)

yn =

z,+-0 mn+0,g((yn) =to30 for us.


